Collective motion of ions in one dimensional system described by the 
Introduction
Our motivation for present research is to discuss the physics of plasma and sheath system consistently. It has been reported that the system of DC discharged Ar plasma with thermionic cathode exhibits forced or selfexcited chaotic oscillation [-3] . We showed the result of analysis of chaotic oscillation on forced-oscillation system by assuming charge distributions for each species and solving the Poisson equation with linear approximation [1] . To improve the approximation for describing electric current composed of many ions motion, the self-consistent method is necessary. The convective scheme has an advantage that statistical errors arising from the limited particle number are small, because the distribution function can be treated as continuous function [4] . In the present paper, we review Corresponding author's e-mail: pinelong@ mse.waseda.ac.jp the simulation results of ion acoustic wave in the plasma-sheath system. The growth of the wave can be interpreted as the linear phenomena.The necessary condition to simulate the motion of the ions is that the time scale of spatial diffusion due to the scheme is much grater than that of the wave oscillation ((D,t2fr >> 2,a) and the time scale of heating due to the scheme is much grater than that of the wave (Z; lL e >> 2at). The setting in our simulation is chosen to satisfy the above condition. The influence of the diffusion due to the scheme in phase space is not serious because the wave length and the time scale of ion acoustic wave are large.
Simulation Model and Results
Simulation setting is one dimensional oscillatory uo(x)= uo-?*, fi =2a,x,. 
whete fi(L) = 0 is postulated. In the bulk plasma region, we set the ion flow velocity as zero and set the density change as a wave form sinusoidallv.
uo(x) = 0, ii = Ae 'r'' eb + Betk,' e-u (e)
Considering that the mode is ion acoustic wave, we substitute these conditions of eqs. (7), (8) and (9) into eq. (6) and use next relations, o) = Q + iy, k = k, + irc, {) = C"k,, T= C"K, where Tdenotes the growth rate. We expand the elements setting K2 << | and examine the dependence of growth rate I on wave number ft,. It is found that the product of mode number and sum of sheath width is constant as shown in Fig. 4 . It agrees simulation results. Next, let's examine the growth rate in the dissipative case of y I 0. Then O and rare replaced as follows, {) = C,k,(t -de,l, r= af tt{t -ffi,) * jl. W" use these relations ahd calculatB the dependence of 7on k. in the same way. As a result, the condition of parameters, which the fundamental mode increases, is found. The lower curve of Fig. 4 shows that growth rate of the fundamental mode is positive. The increasing of intensity of low frequency component shown in Fig. 3 can be explained. 
